The impact of doping rates on the morphologies of silver and gold nanowires grown in helium nanodroplets
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Silver and gold nanowires are grown within superfluid helium nanodroplets and investigated by high resolution electron microscopy after surface deposition. The wire morphologies depend on the rate of metal atom doping in the pickup sequence. While high doping rates result in a polycrystalline face-centered cubic nanowire structure, at lower doping rates the initial fivefold-symmetry seems to be preserved. An explanation for this observation is given by computer simulations, which allow the derivation of timescales for the nanowire growth process inside helium nanodroplets.

1 Introduction

Quantized vortices, accessory phenomena of superfluidity, were predicted by Onsager and Feynman around 1950.1,2 Despite earlier experimental evidence for their existence,3,4 it took until 2006 to finally image them in bulk superfluid helium (He II) using hydrogen particles as tracers.5 The fact that impurities get pinned to the vortices as a consequence of a pressure gradient around the vortex cores6 can be exploited to investigate processes such as vortex reconnection and quantum turbulence in He II.7–9 In a more applied approach, the use of the directed growth of nanoparticles in the presence of vortices in He II was proposed for the production of nanowires.10 Single and bundled metal nanowires were obtained from laser ablation of metal targets immersed in He II and subsequently characterized in terms of structure, electrical properties and thermal stability.11–20

Helium nanodroplets (HeN), on the other hand, were extensively used as weakly perturbing cryogenic matrices for the spectroscopy of atoms, molecules and small clusters in molecular beam experiments (see ref. 21–24 for detailed reviews). The possibility of sequential doping and local confinement of different species at 0.37 K makes HeN also a unique environment for cluster growth.21–23,25,26 The first surface deposition of HeN-grown metal clusters27,28 triggered a series of experimental studies on cluster growth and follow-up surface deposition.29–33 Gomez et al. found that Ag nanoparticles (Agn), synthesized in single helium droplets and subsequently deposited on a substrate, tend to agglomerate equidistantly along distinct lines.34 In the absence of external guiding forces, this can be taken as the first experimental evidence for the existence of vortices inside of HeN. This confirms several preceding computational studies on this issue (see ref. 35–38 and references therein). Further proof for the presence of vortices or even vortex lattices in the droplets was given by recent X-ray diffraction experiments on a Xe-doped HeN-beam and complementary density functional theory (DFT) calculations.39,40 Utilizing these vortices as inert templates, continuous monometallic nanowires with lengths of several hundred nanometers were synthesized inside HeN41 as well as bimetallic core–shell nanowires.42 As an intrinsic property of the growth process, the diameter of these wires is ≈3–10 nm. In a recent study on the stability of HeN-grown Ag nanowires we could show that these thin structures segment due to thermally induced Ag atom diffusion after their deposition on a surface.43

Despite these experimental achievements, little is known about the actual growth process of nanowires inside the droplets.41,44 Our group was able to deduce a possible growth mechanism for pure Agn inside of vortex-free HeN by analyzing high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of the deposited clusters.40 A computational survey of the landing process revealed that small Agn (diameter dAg < 3 nm) presumably undergo reconstruction upon deposition, while for larger clusters the pronounced soft landing conditions26,45,46 favour the conservation of the initial morphology.47 Only recently we modelled the collision process between two coinage metal dopants in small HeN with a molecular dynamics (MD)...
simulation. The obtained timescales for dimer collisions were subsequently used in a model suitable for larger droplet sizes. It shows that for large He_{N} multicenter aggregation leads to well separated clusters in one droplet for long timescales.

In the present study we extend our previous work by investigating the influence of the doping conditions on the cluster growth and aggregation inside of large He_{N}. We further give timescales for the pinning of clusters due to attractive forces exerted by vortices present in the droplets, which causes the nanowire-growth. The obtained results are compared to HRTEM images of bare Ag and Au clusters and nanowires. Experiment and calculations indicate that an alteration in the amount of metal dopants induces different growth scenarios, which finally influences the morphology of the produced nanowires. To our belief a good understanding of the underlying growth process of nanowires in He_{N} is one of the key questions to be addressed in order to be able to synthesize more elaborate structures with this technique.

2 Experimental

The experimental setup is described in detail elsewhere. In brief, He_{N} are produced by the supersonic jet expansion of gaseous He (99.9999% purity) through a precooled nozzle with a 5 μm orifice into high vacuum. The helium stagnation pressure (p_{0}) was kept at 20 bar for all experiments discussed in this work. By variation of the nozzle temperature (T_{0}) it is possible to alter the mean droplet size (N). In our experiments, vortices have exclusively been observed for T_{0} ≤ 6.5 K at p_{0} = 20 bar. Therefore, it can be assumed that they are efficiently created and preserved only when large He_{N} (N > 10^{8} atoms) are formed via breakup of liquid He during the expansion process. For experiments on vortex-free He_{N} we therefore keep T_{0} at 8 K. In all other cases, T_{0} is set to 5.4 K. This corresponds to N ≈ 7 × 10^{8} atoms (droplet diameter d_{D} ≈ 85 nm) and N ≈ 1.7 × 10^{10} atoms (d_{D} ≈ 1100 nm) respectively. We note that recent calculations also suggest vortex nucleation in small He_{N} (N = 1000) by ionization of attached dopants or during the doping process with neutral atoms. However, in the latter case theory suggests limited vortex-lifetimes in the picosecond range.

The He_{N}-beam passes a 400 μm skimmer into a separate vacuum chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated alumina ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enters a UHV chamber where the droplets are doped with the desired metal. Ag or Au atoms are evaporated from separate resistively heated ovens of 2.3 cm length. They are captured by the passing droplets, in which they subsequently agglomerate to clusters. After the pickup, the droplet beam enter...
3 Computational details

3.1 Cluster growth and aggregation

Recently, we investigated the time dependence of two-particle-collisions in He$_N$ via a combination of helium density functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations. While it is computationally feasible to simulate the collision of just two dopants within a droplet on quantum-chemistry level, a similar description of the actual particle growth process is not possible due to the large time-scale (milliseconds) and the system size (up to $10^3$ metal atoms). Instead, we use the collision times calculated in ref. 48 as input for a simplified, global model of multiple cluster growth in large helium droplets. We study the number and mass of all metal particles as a function of time without keeping track of actual particle positions. Qualitatively, the model is the same for simulations of Au and Ag dopants. Therefore, only the Ag case shall be described here in detail.

According to the real experiment, cluster growth in He$_N$ starts by the pickup of single atoms in a locally defined region. In the computer simulation we therefore add $n_{Ag}$ (see Table 1) atoms with a fixed doping frequency. The latter is determined by the length of the pickup region and the velocity of the droplets in the He$_N$ beam. Benchmark calculations show that the shrinking of the droplet due to evaporative cooling has a negligible impact on the doping cross-section for a fixed dopant vapor pressure. Therefore a constant doping frequency can be assumed. The dopants are spawned within the He$_N$ volume at Landau velocity $v_j \approx 56$ m s$^{-1}$. The time it takes for two atoms to aggregate $\Delta t_a(2)$ is taken from ref. 48 and adjusted as follows: as more dopant-atoms are added to the droplet, the nucleation rate will increase until equilibrium conditions are reached. In our model, the nucleation frequency $(\frac{1}{\Delta t_a(j)})$ increases with the number of pairs that can be formed by $j$ particles, hence

$$\Delta t_a(j) = \frac{2}{j^2 - j} \Delta t_a(2).$$

(2)

The shrinking of He$_N$ due to evaporative cooling leads to a decrease of $\Delta t_a(2)$ according to ref. 48, which is considered in the simulation. On the other hand, assuming inelastic collisions and conservation of momentum, the velocity of metal clusters consisting of $n$ atoms must decrease with increasing $n$ ($n > 1$),

$$v(n) = v_j \sqrt{\frac{8}{3\pi n}}$$

(3)

causing a growth of $\Delta t_a(2)$ proportional to $\frac{v_j}{v(n)}$.

An individual “aggregation timer” is defined for every particle enclosed in the droplet, which reflects the actual droplet size and its current loading with dopants, i.e. the size-dependent velocities of all clusters which are currently present in the droplet. For the first two atoms picked up by the droplet this timer is set to $\Delta t_a(2)$, but it is reevaluated after every additional pickup following eqn (2) and (3). Whenever an aggregation timer expires, the corresponding particle merges with another particle randomly chosen from the current set, but with a probability proportional to the velocity of the second particle (i.e. mergers with smaller particles are preferred). The merging leads to the growth of the first particle and to a reevaluation of its aggregation timer according to eqn (3), while the second particle is removed from the set.

In order to study structural changes in our set of metal particles over time, we further keep track of the shape of each resulting particle, which is determined by the amount of binding energy released during coalescence. While the addition of single atoms to a preexisting cluster is treated in a way that yields a new spherical particle, two clusters only coalesce into a spherical particle if the released energy is large enough to completely melt at least one of the involved clusters. This treatment is based on the findings in ref. 14 and 16. The authors of the respective studies showed that the surface energy released upon coagulation of two small metal clusters in He II can lead to melting and a subsequent merging of the individual particles into a single sphere. For larger clusters the released energy may not be sufficient for a complete melting, so that the clusters stick together and form nanowires.

We use a slightly different approach to calculate the energy released upon coagulation, as this allows us a better implementation of coagulation events between different sized clusters. To start, we calculate the binding energy per atom $E_b(n)$ in a cluster consisting of $n$ atoms using the empirical relation

$$E_b(n) = E_{Ag} + 2\frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{5} D_e - E_{Ag} \right) n^{-\frac{1}{3}}$$

(4)

to estimate the released binding energy during the coalescence of two clusters consisting of $n_1$ and $n_2$ atoms respectively, as

$$\Delta E_b = (n_1 + n_2) \times E_b(n_1 + n_2) - (n_1 \times E_b(n_1) + n_2 \times E_b(n_2)).$$

(5)

$E_{Ag} \approx 3$ eV$^{37}$ denotes the Ag bulk binding energy and $D_e = 1.65$ eV$^{48}$ the binding energy of the Ag dimer. Both collision partners receive half of the released energy $\Delta E_b$, and the accompanying increase of the temperature of the clusters is evaluated by the simple approximation of the Dulong–Petit law. Clusters are considered as melted if their temperature exceeds the bulk melting temperature. Melting point depressions and latent heat are counteracting effects which are neglected due to their computationally difficult implementation for the given case of a time-dependent, broad cluster size distribution. Clusters which do not melt during coalescence are treated as one elongated particle. The particle size gets extended in only one dimension upon collision in order to simulate the process of nanowire formation. The new diameter is calculated as the mean diameter of the individual building blocks. The total number of individual particles (atoms, clusters and nanowires) contained in a single droplet ($j$) and the number of atoms ($n_{sp}$) within each spherical metal cluster (partially coalesced to wires) are tracked in the course of the computations. In the simulations, the clusters are cooled by their helium environment at a
constant cooling rate $r_c$ which depends on the particle surface area. This rate is adjusted to reflect the experimental results, meaning that the mean cluster diameters obtained from $n_{	ext{up}}$ at the end of the simulation time should be comparable to the nanowire diameters observed in the experiment. We find that $r_c \approx 190 \text{ W cm}^{-2}$ reflects the experimental findings best. A change in $r_c$ of $+20\%$ decreases the mean cluster diameters obtained at the end of the growth process by $\approx 25\%$, while a decrease in $r_c$ of $20\%$ increases the observed diameters by up to $50\%$. Gordon et al. derived the maximum diameter for which two equally sized metal spheres coagulate into a final spherical particle inside of He II, for several different metals by considering the release in surface energy during coalescence.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b}

The values for $r_c$ used in this work are considerably higher than those assumed in ref. 14, but still lower than the maximum cooling rates observed for small molecules in other $\text{He}_N$ experiments.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b,10.1021/ja511162b}

It is evident that without additional effects, given sufficient time, such an algorithm inevitably leads to one single final particle. In the real experiment the growth rates are damped due to the presence of vortices in large $\text{He}_N$. Particles caught by vortices are pinned to the vortex core and their motion is subsequently restricted to the direction along the vortex line.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b,10.1021/ja511162b}

The coalescence of captured particles along the vortex core is the reason for the formation of continuous nanowires, but is not directly captured in the presented model. However, we can choose the maximum simulation time to be equal to the mean time it takes for a particle to get trapped by a vortex contained in the $\text{He}_N$, which will be derived in the next section. This enables us to follow the growth of the building blocks of the final nanowires.

### 3.2 Cluster capture by vortices

Due to a pressure gradient around the vortex core,\cite{10.1021/ja511162b} a vortex exhibits an attractive force on particles in the droplet, whose magnitude is given by\cite{10.1021/ja511162b,10.1021/ja511162b}

$$F_{\text{far}} \approx \frac{a^3 \rho_s k^2}{3\pi}$$

for spherical particles in the far field and by

$$F_{\text{near}} \approx \rho_s k^2 \log\left(\frac{a}{\xi}\right)$$

for particles near the vortex core, with $a$ the radius of the particle, $s$ the particle's normal distance to the vortex center, $\xi$ the vortex core diameter, $\rho_s$ the density of He II and $k = h/m_{\text{He}}$ the quantum of circulation with $h$ the Planck constant and $m_{\text{He}}$ the atomic mass of He. In the simplest case where only one vortex is spanned across the droplet along the $z$-axis, $s$ can be given analytically as

$$s = \frac{3\pi d_D}{16}$$

We assume only one vortex per droplet for the following calculations. This assumption does not affect any of our arguments substantially. As estimated in the experimental section, the maximum $\text{He}_N$ temperature does not exceed 1.05 K, resulting in a maximum fraction of normal fluid in the superfluid droplets of $\approx 1\%$.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b} After the pickup process, the droplet temperature will rapidly decrease to 0.37 K, so that the non-superfluid part will become negligibly small. Together with the low velocities of clusters within the droplets, this justifies the neglect of the Stokes drag on the particles. The acceleration of particles towards the vortex due to the attractive forces given above can then be calculated simply by the application of Newton’s equation of motion. The far-field and near-field forces of eqn (6) and (7) are continuously connected to a resulting attractive force, and the equation of motion is numerically solved for the time $t_{\text{trap}}$ it takes to get a particle trapped by a vortex core. We note that $t_{\text{trap}}$ is nearly unaffected by an alteration of the particle radius $a$, since the corresponding increase of $F_{\text{far}}$ is compensated by an equivalent increase of the particle’s mass, while the influence of the short range $F_{\text{near}}$ on $t_{\text{trap}}$ is negligible. $t_{\text{trap}}$ is chosen as the maximum simulation time for the cluster aggregation process, as for later times a significant amount of particles is restricted in the direction of motion.

### 4 Results and discussion

#### 4.1 HRTEM images

In order to ensure that the fundamental growth process for different coinage metal clusters in vortex-free $\text{He}_N (N \approx 7 \times 10^6 \text{ atoms})$ is the same, we repeat our previous experiment,\cite{10.1021/ja511162b} but dope the droplets with Au instead of Ag. The TEM substrate is exposed to the Au-doped ($x = 0.5$) $\text{He}_N$-beam for 480 s. Following the routine of ref. 30, the mean diameter of deposited $\text{Au}_n$ is measured using the image processing package FIJI.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b} The obtained diameter $d_{\text{Au}} \approx 2.9(1) \text{ nm}$ corresponds to $n_{\text{Au}} \approx 750$ assuming a spherical cluster shape and bulk density of the metal.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b}

The discrepancy between this value and the one given in Table 1 lies within the measurement uncertainties. We note that even small deviations in either of the variables in eqn (1) lead to a reasonable change in the estimated absolute number of dopants. Fortunately, this becomes less crucial for the larger droplets investigated.

HRTEM images are recorded and compared to the corresponding simulations\cite{10.1021/ja511162b,10.1021/ja511162b} in order to determine the morphologies of the clusters. While a complete analysis of the $\text{Au}_n$ morphology distribution lies beyond the scope of this article, we report that the findings are in good agreement with the measurements on $\text{Ag}_n$.\cite{10.1021/ja511162b} Above all, we can clearly identify icosahedral (Ih) and decahedral (Dh) clusters for large cluster diameters ($d_{\text{Au}} > 3 \text{ nm}$) in numerous cases, two of which are exemplary depicted in Fig. 1. As will be shown later, these structures can be identified as building blocks in conglomerated nanowires.

In order to investigate the aggregation process in the presence of vortices, large $\text{He}_N (N \approx 1.7 \times 10^{10} \text{ atoms})$ are doped with Ag or Au atoms, respectively. In both cases, the doping rate was adjusted so as to obtain either heavy ($x = 0.75$) or weak ($x = 0.2$) loading of the droplets. Subsequently, the TEM substrates are exposed to the droplet beam for 5 s. This time is chosen in order to obtain a decent surface coverage on one hand and to ensure an insignificant overlap between nanowires carried by different droplets.
Fig. 2(a) shows continuous Ag nanowires with a total length of several hundred nanometers and a mean diameter $d_{nw} \approx 5$ nm (as obtained with $\alpha = 0.75$). Cryo-HRTEM measurements on these wires reveal multiple domains of face centered cubic (fcc) morphology (Fig. 2(b)). Blurred parts along the wire are due to thickness oscillations, i.e. the structure is visible in the HRTEM measurements only for areas with similar thickness for a chosen defocus. Due to these perturbations in diameter, the wires break up via a surface diffusion process already below room temperature, as shown recently. The outcome of this so-called Rayleigh breakup is the occurrence of chains of Ag segments as depicted in Fig. 3(a) and (d), and previously found in other He$_N$ and He II bulk experiments. HRTEM images reveal that in the case of heavy doping ($\alpha = 0.75$, left column of Fig. 3) these segments can either adopt polycrystalline fcc morphologies (Fig. 3(b)) or exhibit large monocrystalline fcc domains (Fig. 3(c)). No clusters with Ih or Dh morphology were found under these doping conditions. This is completely different from the findings obtained with Ag and $\alpha = 0.2$ as depicted in the right column of Fig. 3. The existence of large Ihs (Fig. 3(e) and top of Fig. 3(f)) and Dhs (bottom of Fig. 3(f)) is dominating, being followed by particles with large monocrystalline domains. In contrast to the observations made for $\alpha = 0.75$ we find only a very small amount of polycrystalline particles for weak loading of the droplets.

For large Au nanowires ($\alpha = 0.75$) at LN$_2$ temperature, we find the same branched structures as depicted in Fig. 2(a) for Ag. During the heat-up to room temperature Au nanowires undergo a surface smoothing but do not break into multiple segments (see Fig. 4(a)). The inner morphology (Fig. 4(b)) resembles that of continuous Ag wires, i.e. multiple fcc domains can be found. The wires resemble those found in bulk He II experiments in diameter, shape and morphology. Under low doping conditions ($\alpha = 0.2$) we find short but continuous Au wires of slightly smaller diameter (Fig. 4(c)). In numerous cases, these wires contain spherical enclosures of ambiguous morphology, while the rest of the wire consists of multiple fcc domains (Fig. 4(d)).

Further reduction of the amount of doped Au atoms ($\alpha = 0.04$) leads to the observation of segmented Au nanowires (Fig. 5). Assuming conserved volumes, we calculate the mean diameter of the initial wires as $d_{nw} \approx 3.0(1)$ nm. The distance between the centers of neighboring segments $\lambda \approx (13 \pm 4)$ nm is in very good agreement with the theoretically derived relationship $2\lambda/d = 8.89$ for the Rayleigh breakup of an ideal cylinder. The HRTEM image in Fig. 5 shows a small
decahedral cluster (marked by an arrow) between two clusters of indistinct morphology.

As shown in our previous work, the breakup of Ag nanowires can be explained by the diffusion of wire surface atoms from thinner to thicker parts of the wire due to a gradient of the chemical potential. It is therefore convenient to assume that the observed morphologies are present already inside the initially continuous wires, and that they become clearly visible in the course of the breakup. It has been shown in several theoretical studies that the icosahedral shape is energetically preferred for small metal clusters, while intermediate and large clusters seem to be more stable in Dh and fcc morphologies, respectively (see ref. 72–74 and references therein). Further, it has been determined by MD simulations that the fcc morphology is preferred over the icosahedral morphology for Ag clusters with sizes larger than 1590 atoms ($d_{\text{Ag}} \approx 3.7 \text{ nm}$). The Ihs depicted in Fig. 3(e) and (f) both exhibit diameters larger than $5 \text{ nm}$ ($n > 3900 \text{ atoms}$). Therefore, it can be excluded that they were formed from fcc particles via a restructuring process. Such a growth sequence would further strongly contradict MD simulations recently performed by our own group. In simulations of silver clusters we could observe the conversion of Ihs and Dh into fcc particles during surface deposition due to a recrystallization process, but not a single event of an inverse transformation from fcc into a particle of fivefold symmetry.

4.2 Simulation of the growth process

In order to explain the different morphologies observed we simulate the cluster growth process for different doping rates, i.e. different attenuation coefficients $\alpha$. The maximum simulation time is chosen to equal the mean time it takes for a particle to get trapped by a vortex ($t_{\text{trap}}$). The pickup of atoms and their coagulation into clusters lead to shrinking of the droplets, which influences $\dot{s}$ given in eqn (8). It turns out that $t_{\text{trap}}$ is long compared to the timescale of cluster growth, which equals the timescale of the doping process ($\approx 130 \text{ ms}$) determined by the flight time of the He$_n$ through the pickup region. It is therefore convenient to calculate $\dot{s}$ and subsequently $t_{\text{trap}}$ using the droplet diameters of the attenuated droplet beam $d_{\text{He},n}$. The results for $t_{\text{trap}}$ are summarized in Table 2.

The time evolution of the total number of particles $j$ present in one helium droplet is depicted in Fig. 6 for the attenuations realized in the experiment. It can be seen that in both cases the number of individual particles quickly drops after the pickup of new atoms has ended and that the following agglomeration takes place on a much longer timescale. The reason for this behaviour lies in the slow velocities of large clusters (see eqn (3)) compared to the Landau velocity assumed for freshly spawned metal atoms in the simulation. This finding has also been verified experimentally by the observation of bimetallic core–shell clusters with single or double cores. In order to realize the latter case two clusters have to grow in the droplet in the first of two consecutive pickup regions and have to stay separated until the droplets reach the second pickup cell.

Table 2 Time $t_{\text{trap}}$ until particles get trapped by a vortex due to the attractive force given by eqn (6) and (7). $d_{\text{He},n}$ is calculated assuming an initial He$_n$ size of $N = 1.7 \times 10^{16}$ atoms. $\dot{s}$ is calculated using eqn (8) and $d_{\text{He},n}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$d_{\text{He},n}/\text{nm}$</th>
<th>$t_{\text{trap}}/\text{ms}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The corresponding He$_N$ flight time can be estimated as $\approx 1$ ms in our apparatus.

Fig. 6 also reveals a decrease of $j$ during the pickup process for larger attenuations, while $j$ seems to stay nearly constant for $x = 0.2$. This behaviour can be explained by the shrinking of He$_N$, which is much more prominent for $x = 0.75$ as can be seen from Table 2. The He$_N$ flight time between the pickup cell and the TEM substrate is $\approx 6$ ms. Comparing this to the timescale of cluster growth and to $t_{\text{trap}}$, it is evident that most clusters have to grow outside the vortex in a multicenter aggregation process, and that nearly all clusters will be captured by the vortex before substrate deposition.

The monitoring of the number of particles contained in spherical clusters $n_{sp}$ can give us a further important insight into the agglomeration process. Fig. 7 depicts the absolute occurrence of a certain value of $n_{sp}$ for all spherical particles contained in a single He$_N$. The lines shown correspond to the smoothed envelopes of histograms. Every histogram is calculated from several simulation runs for every depicted time of the aggregation process. Snapshots are taken during the pickup process at 30, 70, 130 (end of the pickup) and at 150 $\mu$s. As explained in the computational details, spherical clusters which do not melt during agglomeration are treated as elongated particles, built from the initially spherical collision partners. $n_{sp}$ includes all spherical clusters, regardless of whether they are present as building blocks of elongated structures or as individual spheres. From this, it follows that Fig. 7 directly reflects the sizes of the last complete melting of the clusters. A merging event which does not lead to molten clusters does affect $j$, but not the depicted histograms of $n_{sp}$.

The large amount of small clusters present in the droplets during the pickup process is efficiently reduced after the addition of new atoms has ended, which is in good agreement with the behaviour depicted in Fig. 6. In fact, the final distribution of spherical building blocks is reached after 150 $\mu$s. This means that melting processes are practically limited to the pickup time, and that 20 $\mu$s after the end of pickup melting is negligible. After 150 $\mu$s, the spherical clusters still coagulate to form the final nanoparticles. This process takes the time which we calculated as $t_{\text{trap}}$ earlier.

The most striking feature in Fig. 7 is that the positions of the histogram maxima are determined by the attenuation, i.e. the doping rate. A high doping rate in the case of $x = 0.75$ leads to a stronger heating of the clusters as more atoms impinge within a given time while the cooling rate is the same as for weaker doping. The effect is further enhanced by the pronounced shrinking of the droplet under heavy doping conditions, and leads to a slight shift of the histogram maxima towards higher values of $n_{sp}$ in Fig. 7. We can extract from the histograms $n_{sp} = 600$ ($d_{Ag} \approx 2.7$ nm) for $x = 0.2$ and $d_{Ag} \approx 3000$ ($d_{Ag} \approx 4.6$ nm) for $x = 0.75$, which are also in good agreement with the diameters observed for deposited nanowires in the cryo-TEM images. As explained above, the fcc structure is energetically preferred over the $Ih$ morphology for cluster sizes larger than 1590 atoms ($d_{Ag} \approx 3.7$ nm). Since the clusters solidify from a molten state, it is justified to assume that the formation of $Ihs$ is much more probable at $x = 0.2$ than it is for $x = 0.75$. This explains the exclusive findings of particles of fivefold symmetry under weak doping conditions in the experiment.

**5 Conclusions**

Experimentally observed morphologies of He$_N$-grown Au and Ag nanowires depend on the rate of doping with metal atoms during the pickup process. In the first step of the growth process, multiple clusters are formed within a droplet in a
multicenter aggregation process. At low doping rates, a large portion of these clusters exhibits fivelfold symmetry, while at high rates the presence of the fcc structure is dominating. In the second step of the growth process these clusters are captured by vortices and coagulate into nanowires. According to our simulations, their coagulation does not result in a complete melting of the single clusters. This is related to the large cluster sizes and the relatively low collision rates at this stage of the nanowire growth. Therefore, the morphologies of the initial building blocks, i.e. the coagulating clusters, are preserved within the nanowires.

We believe that our experimental findings and the computational model presented will be of use in future attempts of gaining better control over the synthesis and the design of nanostructures within He$_N$. It would also be desirable to determine the morphologies of clusters enclosed in the He$_N$ before substrate deposition, e.g. by X-ray scattering, a technique which has been exploited recently to investigate the morphologies of large free Ag nanoparticles.
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